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Abstract: Segmentation technique plays a major role in scripting the documents for extraction of various
features. Many researchers are doing various research works in this field to make the segmenting process
simple as well as efficient. In this paper a simple segmentation technique for both the line and word
segmentation of a script document has been proposed. The main objective of this technique is to recognize the
spaces that separate two text lines.For the Word segmentation technique also similar procedure is followed. In
this work ,three different scanned document have been taken as input images for both line and word
segmentation techniques. The results found were outstanding with average accuracy for both line and word. It
provides 100% accuracy for line segmentation and 100% for line segmentation as well. Evaluation results show
that our method outperforms several competing methods.
Key Words: Segmentation, Line Segmentation, Word Segmentation, Devanagiri Script, Machine learning,
shirorekha, white rows, white columns, consecutive white rows (CWR) threshold

I. Introduction
The technique word segmentation is an imperative problem in many natural language processing tasks.
In the paradigm of speech recognition there is no precise word boundary information given within a continuous
speech statement or in interpreting written languages such as Chinese, Japanese and Thai where words are not
enclosed by white-space but instead must be contingent from the basic character sequence. There is a small
difference between the terms word breaking and word segmentation. Word breaking is defined as the process of
segmenting known words that are predefined in a lexicon. Similarly Word segmentation is defined as the
process of both glossary word segmentation and unknown word or new word revealing. For unsupervised
learning in morphological analysis automatic word segmentation plays a vital role. Mounting a morphological
analyzer by hand can be costly and time consuming for a new language and also it requires a great effort by
highly specialized experts.
Consequence of segmentation technique accumulating sporadically at its practical application base is
escalating rapidly.For numerous processes it is a primary stage such as machine recognition of language script.
Segmentation is also used to extract various useful features of a document. The most important application of
segmentation is detection of the script that is printed in a document, to recognize it as English or French etc.
This paper mainly concentrates upon the segmentation of Devnagiri script, which is an Indian script for writing
number of languages like Hindi, Marathi, Sanskrit, Sindhi and Nepali languages.

II. Related Works
In order to develop very simpler and efficient techniques for both line and word segmentation
continuous researches are going on in the field of image processing and signal processing. A few important
techniques for the segmentation techniques includes thinning approach based segmentation[5], segmentation
using histogram method[1], header line and base line detection technique [2] , Hough transformation based
technique [6], technique of smearing [7], grouping method [8], graphical approach [9], CTM (Cut text
Minimum) method [10], Block covering method [11] ,text line identification approach[12]. Each method has its
own importance .This section describes few important methods proposed by many researchers.
Document segmentation [1] is one of the serious phases in machine recognition of any
language.Correct segmentation of entity symbols decides the accuracy of character recognition technique.It is
help in decomposition of image of a sequence of characters into sub images of individual symbols by
segmenting both lines and words. Devnagari is the most popular script in India. It is used for writing Hindi,
Marathi, Sanskrit and Nepali languages.Moreover, Hindi is the third most popular language in the world.
Devnagari documents consist of vowels, consonants and various modifiers. Hence proper segmentation of
Devnagari word is a challenging task. A simple histogram based approach to segment Devnagari documents is
proposed in this paper.
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This paper provides the description about a new segmentation technique based on structure approach
for Handwritten Hindi text [2]. Segmentation is one of the major stages of character recognition. The
handwritten text is separated into lines, lines into words and words into characters. The errors in segmentation
propagate to recognition. The performance is evaluated on handwritten data of 1380 words of 200 lines written
by 15 different writers. The overall results of segmentation are very promising.
There are about 300 million people in India who speak Hindi and write Devnagari script. Research in
Optical Character Recognition[4] is very popular for its application potential in banks, post offices, defense
organizations and library automation etc. However most of the OCR systems are available for European
texts.This paper describes a technique based on OCR System for different five fonts and sizes of printed
Devnagari script using Artificial Neural Network. The recognition rate of the proposed OCR system with the
image document of Devnagari Script has been found to be quite high.
An optical character recognition (OCR) system may provide a solution to the data entry problems[9], a
diadvantage for the data processing industry. Therefore, OCR systems are being developed for almost all major
languages and Arabic language is no exception to it. During the past three decades, significant research and
development works have been done towards the development of an efficient Arabic optical character
recognition (ACR) system.This paper mainly focuses on the comprehensive review of ACR techniques and
evaluate the status of the ACR system development and an up to date bibliography.
(a).Histogram Method
This method mainly focuses on the calculation of pixel histogram.In this method a Y histogram
projection is performed which results in text line position. In order to divide a line into different regions a
threshold is applied. After applying a threshold another threshold is used to eliminate the false lines. However,
this procedure causes some loss on the text line area. Hence, for minimizing the effect recovery method is
proposed.
(b).Header line and base line detection Technique
This technique calculates the header line and base line of a text document for line segmentation.
Header lines are nothing but the rows with maximum number of black pixel and base lines are the rows with
minimum number of black pixel.Till now researchers are detecting the header line by finding the rows with
maximum pixel density, but it cannot be applied suitably for the skew variable test.
(c).Hough transformation Technique
This technique help in explaining the procedure for the detection of collinear edge pixel even if they
are isolated. This method plays an important role in finding lines in noisy images where local information
around each edge pixel is unreliable or unavailable. The disadvantages lies in this method is that it requires a
relatively large amount of memory and a long computation time.
(d).Technique of Smearing
The best example of Smearing technique is Run length smoothing algorithm. According to this
technique the consecutive black pixels along the horizontal directions are smeared that is the white space
between them is filled with black pixel if their distance is within a predefined threshold. Text line patterns are
found by building a fuzzy run-length matrix, at each pixel, the fuzzy run-length is a maximal extent of the
background along the horizontal direction.
(e).Grouping approach
Elementary line segments are obtained by linking edge pixel and approximating them to piecewise
straight line segment. These ELS are used as input to this approach. Adjacent line segments are grouped
according to some grouping criteria and replaced by new line segment. This process is repeated until no new
line segment occurs. However, this approach does not work when most of the edge pixels are isolated or when
the ELS’s are perturbed severely by noises, rendering the data almost useless and this process is purely local.
Repetition of locally optimal grouping of line segment does not guarantee their globally optimal grouping.
(f).Gradient based approach
In this approach an input image is assumed to be a gray scale image. Gradient magnitude and
orientation of each pixel are explicitly used to group the pixels. The performance comparison is not easy in this
approach.
This paper is organized as follows: Section I demonstrate about the introduction part. Section II
explains about the related works. Section III describes briefly about the Specialty of Devnagiri script. Section IV
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describes the proposed work for both line and word segmentation technique. Section V narrates the comparison
analysis & result discussion and finally conclusions are discussed in Section VI.

III. Speciality Of Devnagiri Script
The presence of eighteen official languages in india makes the country as a multi-lingual country due to
the presence of a typical letter for each of the phonemes in Indian languages. The national language of India
obeyed as Hindi is written in the Devnagari script.Moreover Devnagari script is also used for writing various
languages like Marathi, Sanskrit and Nepali. We all knows that Hindi is the third most popular language in the
world [1] which is spoken by more than 500 million people in the world.The basic character in Devnagari script
has 11 vowels and 33 consonants are as shown in the figure1.The Vowels can be written as independent letters
or by using a variety of circumflex marks.When vowels are written in this way they are known as modifiers and
the characters so formed are called conjuncts. Sometimes two or more consonants can combine and take new
shapes. These new shaped clusters are known as compound characters. These types of basic characters,
compound characters and modifiers are present not only in Devnagari but also in other scripts. All the characters
have a horizontal line at the upper part, known as Shirorekha. In continuous handwriting, from left to right
direction, the shirorekha of one character joins with the shirorekha of the previous or next character of the same
word. In this fashion, multiple characters and modified shapes in a word appear as a single connected
component joined through the common shirorekha. Also in Devnagari there are vowels, consonants, vowel
modifiers and compound characters, numerals. Moreover, there are many similar shaped characters
An ancient Indian script called Devnagiri which is widespreadly used to write some of the popular
Indian languages.The national language Hindi is used as oral language by more than 500million people[3].Hindi
is written from left to right.The presence of Shirorekha makes the Devnagiri script an unique standard in the
segmentation process. Shirorekha is drawn over all the characters of a concerned word. A Devnagiri text line
can be classified into three different zones with reference to position of the header line.The zones which resides
over the header line is known as upper zone and the zone which hosts basic characters is known as middle zone.
Similarly the zone which contains vowels or modifiers is known as lower zone.

Figure.1

Figure.2

IV. Proposed Scheme
The proposed scheme for space recognition approach for line and word segmentation fundamentally
works with the recognition of the position of the spaces present in a given script document. The design flow for
line segmentation and word segmentation is as shown in figure.3 and figure .4 respectively. This method works
as follows:
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Line Segmentation:
The mechanism of line segmentation explains in finding the white pixels in each row of a given text
document taken in jpg format. In order to start with the line segmentation process, it starts with the rows which
has its all the elements as white pixels that is the row which does not have any of its element with pixel value
zero.This kind of row as a white rows.A simplified design flow of line segmentation is as shown in
figure.3.Then appearances of the successive white rows (CWRs) through out the image are taken into
consideration.A threshold value is taken number of times for which the white rows appear serially.This
threshold value called as CWR threshold determines the spaces present in between text lines of the concerned
image document.Particular reflection has to be paid towards upper zone and lower zone of the Devnagiri text
line since some spaces separates these zones from the middle zone. hence they are not derelict by the processor
as white spaces. Now without any nuisance we are capable of doing the segmentation part.The most
effectiveness of the assumed threshold number is that it will guide the MATLAB processor for segmenting the
exact text parts .

Figure.3 Design flow of line Segmentation method
Word Segmentation:
Subsequent operation of segmentation of a text line can be achieved with the tool to segment each
words.In the line segmentation method we have already found the exact position of the reference text line that is
the starting and ending rows in between which the text line exists. In this process we are finding a column of the
image matrix that is common to the rows present between starting and ending rows of this text line and must
have white pixel elements for all the concerned rows. We call this kind of column as a white column(WC).This
process for finding WCs is continued throughout the text line till we bump into the last column of each
concerned row. Thus we have located the positions of each words present within a text line and the position of
white columns can guide the MATLAB processor to segment each words efficiently abandoning the in-between
spaces.
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Figure.4 Design flow of Word Segmentation method

V. Results And Discussion
For performing the segmentation process ten different text images had been taken as input for this
technique. It was found to be efficient than other techniques with 100% accuracy for line segmentation and
100% accuracy for word segmentation. Figure .5 act as an image which is taken as reference image for
segmentation process. The table.1describes the performance comparison between the proposed work results and
the previous results. The text line in figure.6.d is taken as reference in this paper to explain about the manners in
which results are obtained. The below figure.6a to 6f describes the Line segmentation results and the figure.7
describes the results of word segmentation process.

Figure.5

Figure.6.a

Figure.6.b
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Figure.6.c

Figure.6.d

Figure.6.e

Figure.6.f

Figure.7

Table.1 Performance Comparisons

VI. Colclusions
In this paper, we have presented an Efficient line and word segmentation technique which is very
different from conventional methods that are being used.The efficient segmentation technique for machine
printed Devanagiri script for both line and word segmentation process is simply based on recognition of spaces
that separates two lines or two words and we found that the experimental results with different scripts are
excellent with 100% accuracy for both line and word segments. The Performance of the proposed method is
compared to the State-of-the-art technique. The experimental results have been presented which shows that the
proposed technique is more superior to the other forms of the technique. Hence our method out performs its
counterparts. This method is 100% efficient for machine printed Devanagiri scripts (for both line and word
segmentation).
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